Introduction.
Let/(0) be a real-valued function of the real variable 6, of period 2ir, and let/(0)eL.f
We consider the formal Fourier series of f(d) and write 00 00 zZ cneinB ~ a0/2 + zZ K cos wö + bn sin nd), If f(6) tLip (a), a> 1/2, then zZ I c»I < » ; for a < 1/2 this is no longer true.
This result was generalized by the writer [12] in two directions: 1. The class Lip (a) was replaced by the more general class 2. The exponent of convergence of the sequence of Fourier coefficients {cn\ of a function of class Lip2 (a; 2) was determined, that is, the smallest constant k such that Z|cn|*+e<°° I0r all e>0. It was proved that & = 2/(2a+l) for 0<ai£l and that there exist functions in Lip2 (a; 2) such thatZ|c"|2'(2a+1>= oo.
In a later paper [14] these results were extended to more general classes, Lip2 (a; p) j I f{6 + 2t) + f(ß -2t) -2/(0) |»#J. ' < JD«", t> 0, 0 < a ?S 1, 1 < ^ i 2.
* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1936; received by the editors December 29, 1936. The author is indebted to Professor J. D. Tamarkin for many valuable suggestions in the process of writing this paper.
t That is, /(0) is integrable in the sense of Lebesgue. In general, by L" we denote the class of functions measurable and such that |/(0) | ptL.
I Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
For functions of this class, the exponent of convergence of the sequence {c"} was found to be k=p/(ap+p -l) and it was proved that there exist functions in Lip2 (a; p) such that zZ I c»I * = 00 •
In an earlier paper Hardy and Littlewood [5 ] found the same value for k for the class Lipi (a; p) j-J I f(8 + i) -f(6 -t)\U6\ < Kt°, t > 0, under the restrictive assumption ap>l* Let f(9) be continuous and of period 2w. The modulus of continuity of f(6) is defined by (1. 2) i-(f; 8) =-{(«) = max max | f(6 + t) -f(6) |.
In 1934, S. Bernstein [3] generalized his result as follows:
If zZi «~1/2^(l/«) < 00 then zZ I CA < 00 • Conversely let -q{8) be a positive function such that 77(6") 5-" is increasing in 5 for sufficiently small positive values of a, and decreasing for some a< 1. If in addition zZi n~ll2v(l/n) = 00 then there exists a continuous function f(6) such that £(/; 5)<r;(S) while zZ m=°°-
In what follows we shall prove some theorems which include all the results mentioned above as special cases and which also extend certain results of Hardy and Littlewood concerning the classes Lipi (a; p).]
The following facts will be frequently used in the sequel. (1.4) lim Mp(<b) =-Af.fo) = A7(0).
Finally if we allow />2->°° in (1.3) and observe that then pi -p p -pi pi =-► 1, p2p2 = -pi->p -Pi, pi -pi pi -pi * By increasing (decreasing) we mean non-decreasing (non-increasing), unless explicitly stated to the contrary.
we have (1.5) (MPY S (MPl)'*M»->i, 0<pi£p.*
The notation 77 (t) will be used to denote a positive decreasing function of t such that 7](t) i 0 as / J, 0. By y will be meant an arbitrary positive constant. The symbol 0(cj>(t, y)) will have its usual meaning with the understanding that O refers to <p as a function of /, for y fixed, and that O need not hold uniformly for all y.
2. Auxiliary propositions. In order not to interrupt the subsequent discussion we shall prove in this section some inequalities which will be of fundamental importance in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Let 0^A1^A2^ ■ ■ ■ ^An^ ■ ■ ■ be any non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers, and p>0. Then all statements {for all y) (2.1,7) An = 0(n"v(y/n)) are equivalent.
It is clear that if y<yi, then (2.1, y) implies (2.1, yi). If y>yi, let k be an integer such that y/yi =S k. On replacing n by kn in (2.1, y) we have An ?5 Ahn = 0((knyr,(y/kn)) = 0(n"r,(yi/n)), so that again (2.1, y) implies (2.1, yi).
Lemma 2.2. All statements oo (2.2, 7) X ,7(7/1/) < 00 , Ml 00 (2.3,7) Z2x7?(72-X) < 00 , (2.4) J* tj(1/7)<*/ < cc are equivalent. It is understood that in (2.2, y), (2.3, y), y may assume independently any value >0, not necessarily the same in these two formulas.
First assume that y has the same value in (2.2, y), (2.3, y). Since 77(7/«) J, 0 as n t co we have 2n «77(7/2«) 35 zZ n(y/t>) 3i **f(y/»).
>-n+l
On putting here n = 2X and summing over X = 0, 1, 2, • • • we see at once that * We refer to [7] to the proofs of (i-iv zZ v(2"'Ky/n) = 0(77(7/«)) as n ► °o , x=i 00 (2.5, 7) zZ v-^iy/v) = 0(77(7/«)) as »-**>, v=n (2.6) I x~^{\/x)dx = 0(77(1/«)) as u -> 00 •7 u are equivalent, in the same sense as in Lemma 2.2.
Again we first assume 7 to be the same in (2.4, 7) and (2.5, 7). The equivalence of these two statements follows then immediately from the inequality 2n §77(7/2«) 55 zZ v-hffy/v) 55 y(y/n).
Since v^rj^y/v) decreases when v increases we may again apply the Cauchy test, with the result 00 " * zZv~lr)(y/v) < «_177(7/«) 4-\ x~1i)(l/x)dx,
where, in the second formula, n = [yu\-\-\. The first of these formulas shows that (2.6) implies (2.5, 7), and the second that (2.5, 7) implies (2.6). Since We first prove that (2.8) implies (2.7). Let (2.8) be satisfied and i">0 be given. Then on taking n = [ir/2t], n S «r/2* < » + 1, * > */2(* + 1),
we have X) I sin c< I "a, 55 tpzZ vpa"
Conversely, let (2.7) be satisfied and a sufficiently large integer n be given.
Let 6" >0 be such that
(2.9) «< -<« + 1, -< 5 <; -• 25 2(n+ 1) 2«
Since 77(7) increases when t" increases, an integration of (2.7) over (0, 8) yields X) av I I sin ^\"dt = 0(8»;(S)). To prove that (2.10, 7) and (2.11, 7) are equivalent it suffices to prove that (2.11, 7) implies (2.10, 7), the converse being trivial. Put
= 00(7/«)) + £ 0(v-^(y/v)) + 0(r,(7/2«)) = 00(7/«)).
Consequently,
by (2.4, 7). Thus (2.10, 7) and (2.11, 7) are equivalent. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is now readily completed by using Lemmas 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4.
Lemma 2.6. Let a(u), b(u) be functions satisfying conditions (2.13) 0 < 7 5s a(u) ^ 1, 0 < 7 1» «(1) = 6(1) = 1, neither of them being identically equal to 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(2.14) J* n{t/x)dx = 0(uv(l/u)) as u -* °o ,
We first prove the equivalenceof (2.14) and (2.15). On putting <j>{x) = 77 (\/x) for #2; 1 and 4>{x) =0 (1) where necessarily 0 <y < 1. Put
Clearly a(w) satisfies (2.13) while
On substituting this expression of 0i(m) into <p(u) =a{u)u~^x{u) we get (2.15). Thus (2.14) implies (2.15). The converse is readily proved by an easy computation by using (2.13). To prove the equivalence of (2.16) and (2.17) we apply an analogous argument starting from the inequalities
(implied by (2.16)) and putting presently
To complete the proof of our lemma it remains to show that (2.14) is equivalent to (2.16). On assuming (2.14) to be satisfied we have (2.15), whence xr,(l/x)2dx < r?(l)2 J a(x)x~1 exp |2 J a(<)*-1<Z/j dx = i,(l)*^exp j 2 J"«(0r»<ölj -0(u2v(l/u)2), which is (2.16). Conversely on assuming (2.16) we have (2.17) so that
The function 171(1/«) clearly is of the type (2.15), hence satisfies (2.14), so
The proof of Lemma 2.6 is now complete.
Remark 2.1. Condition (2.14) of Lemma 2.6 is satisfied if, for a positive a<\, 7]{t)t~ai when t\ . By Lemma 2.6, conditions (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) will be also satisfied in this case. so that (2.19) holds. Again using the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 2.6 and assuming for simplicity 77(1) = 1 we have
Since, however, 5) is also an increasing function of 8. Moreover it is well known that Mp{IAif{d; t))^0 as t-*0 ("continuity in 7>" of a function of 7>). The same is true then of Mp(Amf(6; /)) so that wP(m)(/; S) j 0 as 5 | 0. We also note that when/(0) is continuous We have
whence, by (3.1), 1 f, -I I Amf(6; ir/2«) | </0 5| «i<m>(ir/2») g up<">(ir/2n). The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 3.1. Similarly, (3.13) reduces to (pt ~ 2)aipi + pi > p2 ~ (2 -pi)a2p2 + 2^-1^ (pt -pi).
If aipi = 1 this becomes
which is less than 1 if a2p2 > 1.
In the special case ai = pi = 1 we obtain the condition k > 2(p2 -l)/{(2 + a2)p2 -3}. MA&mf(6;t)) = 0(7,(0), which finally implies o>pm)(/; 0 =0(7,(0). Remark 3.3. /*>o?w Lemmas 2.3 a«<f 2.1 we conclude that assumption (3.14) of Theorem 3.3 can be replaced by any one of the equivalent assumptions (y >0) oo (3.14, 7) zZ r,(2-x7/«)p = 0(7,(7/«)p) as n ~* =o .
1937]
FOURIER SERIES 381 CO (3.16, 7) X v~1v("//")p = 0(7,(7/»)") as »-> 00 , In the special case n(t)=Kta log (1/f)", 0</<l, (3.14, 7) with 7 = 1 becomes 00 X n-<*2-^(\og n + X log 2)" = 0(«-"(log »)")
x-i which is satisfied whenever a>0, /3 arbitrary. In the case a = l/p, p>l, ß = 0, m = l this reduces to a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [5, p. 620].
If p -p' = 2, the preceding discussion yields This implies cV"°(7; 0 -OMD).
Inequalities for power series and polynomials.
In the present section we state and prove some inequalities associated with power series and polynomials, which will be useful in constructing various "Gegenbeispiele" in subsequent sections. We first prove our lemma in the case q = °o, when it reduces to (5.4) M(F; r) = 0((1 -r)-e-1i*x(\ ~ r)).
We have sin / sin t 2 [November 6. Converse theorems. In the present section we shall prove that various results of §3 are the "best possible," in a certain sense. We first prove a lemma which will be needed in the sequel.
Lemma 6.1. If a">0, /3">0, av j 0 as v \ oo, and zZ'-oa$'*" 00 > then n ZZ («» -On+l)ß, -> CO dS n r CO .
For a given positive integer m we can choose n so large that am>2an+i- (6.5) Giz) = zZ («» -e"+i)g,(z)zx' = X) 7.2'-
»=1 r=0
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We shall establish the following properties of G(z).
(i) y">0, n = 0, 1, 2, • ■ ■ andX»"=oTn= °°.
(ii) G(z) converges for \z\ <1, and as r->1, G(reie) converges for almost all 6 to a limit function 00
These properties clearly imply the truth of Theorem 6.1 if one observes that o)P(m)(g; 8) =0(cop (1)(g; 5) ) as 5^0. The fact that y">0 follows immediately from the positiveness of the coefficients of g"(z). This ensures the properties of G(z) stated in (ii) (cf. F. Riesz [10] ). We now pass on to estimating Mp(AiG(z; t)). On putting f = c" we have for r < 1, The proof in many respects is similar to that of Theorem 6.1, so that we shall discuss in detail only the points where these two proofs differ from each other. We introduce the same sequence of polynomials gn(z) with p' replaced < («»* -e"VK2 < «n2 -«n+l, we have £T=i«* < 00, and the remaining argument will be the same as in Theorem 6.1.
Finally, to prove property (iii) we now have 00 "00 M22(A1G(z; t)) = £ M2*{Ax(ur)) = £ + £ s ^i(2) + S2m .
In view of (6.13) and (6.14) we have (6.16) f arVl/*)^*" f t_1*j(>)<It « Ofotff) asZ^O.
The proof is based on a result of one of our earlier papers [12] . We introduce a sequence of primes {q,}, qt = \ (mod 4) and such that for v sufficiently large, v >v0 say, each interval (2"_1, 2") would contain just one q,. We set where fj'/ff) is tne Legendre symbol, and consider the polynomial , .
MZ) = i(ö9-l + aQ-2Z
It is known (cf. [12] ) that Ii Finally, let ,(2) [ $ 1 for I 2 j S 1.
Note that for 0<&55l, and for 1 <k <2, («* -55 *. To complete the proof of Theorem 6.3 it remains to estimate the modulus of continuity £(g; 5) of g(6). We have to estimate°° On multiplying g(6) by a suitable constant factor we shall obtain a function f(6) the existence of which is asserted in Theorem 6.3.
As an illustration of the preceding theory consider the function 77(0 = t"(log l/t)ß, 0<a^l, ß arbitrary real. Since 
